Bernhard MODERN

DUTCH mariner sailed

Enjoyed the local OPERA

JOVIAL writer is successful

Dancing under MOONLIGHT

ADMIRING the beautiful flowers

Dividends are being paid QUARTERLY

EXTRAORDINARY typography effects are obtained

Beautiful engraving is excellently DUPLICATED

DISTINCTIVELY PRINTED

Style is a subtle influence that compels the attention of readers through the favorable impr

THE MOST POTENT FACTOR

Layouts should be in a single color with a balanced contrast of black and white. This makes for an effect in the mass of gray matter that comprises th
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DUTCH mariners sailed

Attending the local OPERA

JOVIAL writers are successful

Underneath the MOONLIGHT

ADMIRING some beautiful flowers

Dividends should be paid QUARTERLY

EXTRAORDINARY typography effects are obtained

Beautiful engraving is excellently DUPLICATED

A DISTINCTIVE PRINTER
Style is a subtle influence which compels the attention of readers through the favorable impression

THE MOST POTENT FACTOR
Layouts should be in single color with balanced contrast of black and white. This makes for an effect in the mass of gray matter that comprises the job

BERNHARD MODERN ITALIC
Exquisite Mixture!

MIX BEAUTIFULLY WITH BERNHARD TANGO

Bernhard Modern
ITALIC

Contrary to its traditional function as a mere "accent" companion to the roman, Bernhard Modern Italic is designed as a decorative alphabet in its own right.
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